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Abstract 
Histones are essential for chromatin conformation and transcriptional regulation in eukaryotic cells. 

N-terminal tails of histone proteins are targeted to many types of modifications such as methylation, 

acetylation, phosphorylation and ubiquitination. Recent studies have provided genome-wide histone 

modification data in human by using ChIP-seq method. However, functions of histone modification 

patterns are largely unknown. In this study, we developed a novel method to detect modification patterns. 

To detect bivalent histone modification, we used relative O/E value that donated the difference between 

O/E values of bivalent modifications in target region and those in the whole genome region. We detected 

5 bivalent histone modification candidates. Network analysis showed candidates were important node of 

modification network. This results support our candidate of bivalent histone modification pairs. 
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1. Introduction 
 Histones are essential for chromatin conformation and transcriptional regulation in eukaryotic cells. 

Around a histone octamer in 1.65 turns, the nucleosome is consists of 147 bp of DNA wound. The histone 

octamer makes up two copies each of four histone proteins that are called H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 

(Kornberg 1974; Drew and Travers 1985; Luger et al., 1997; Davey et al., 2002). Such as methylation, 

acetylation, ubiquitination and phoporylation, N-terminal tails of histone proteins are targeted to a lot of 

types of modifications (Fig. 1-a.).  

 

Fig. 1. A structure of histone octamer and N-terminal tails. (a) A structure of modified histone. Histone 

octamer has 8 N-terminaltail, and each histone tail can be target of many modifications. There are huge varieties of 

histone modification patterns. (b) A structure of bivalent modification. Functions of histone modification patterns are 

largely unknown  

 

 In eukaryotic cells, histone modifications has relationship between regulating transcription 

and the chromatin structure. It suggested that importance of histone modification patterns were “histone 

code hypothesis” 10 years ago (Strahi et al, 2000). It made sure of function of each histone modification 

in recent studies (Supplementary table.). Methylated H3K4, H3K36 and H3K79 are famous of 

characteristics of euchromatin. Also methylated H3K9, H3K27, H4K20 characterize heterchromatin (Li 

et al., 2007). Furthermore, histone modification levels predict gene regulation. H3K4me3 and H4K20me1 



in the promoter are known to characteristics of transactive gene. Also, H3K79me3 and H4K20me1 in the 

gene body characterize active transcribe genes (Karlic et al., 2010). The combination of histone 

modification is getting a lot more attention lately. To name a few, it is the combination of the histone 

modifications between different two functions and the protein that cognizes some histone modifications 

(fig1-b). Functions of histone modification patterns are still unknown. 

 In Recent studies, using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay cupled with next-generation 

sequencing (ChIP-seq), to identify genome-wide nucleosome positioning have provided large-scale 

nucleosomal DNA sequence data. It detected 20 histone methylations and 1 histone vatiant to use 

ChIP-seq in human CD4+ T cells (Barski et al., 2007). These data are genome-wide data and one of the 

largest histone modification data.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Genome-wide histone modification data. 

 We used the ChIP-seq data human CD4 T-cell(Barski et al. 2007). This data was the experimental 

nucleosome positioning and histone modification data. This data consisted of 20 histone modifications 

and 1 variant. 

 

2.1.2. Splicing dataset of human. 

 The RNA splicing data was downloaded form H-DBAS(Takada et al. 2010). H-DBAS was a 

database of alternative splicing based on H-Invitational full-length cDNA. This database was updated at 

2010, so the dataset is not old. And also this dataset had high accuracy because it is based on full-length 

cDNA. 



2.2. Overview of detecting functional histone modification patterns. 

 

Fig. 2. Flowchart of modification pattern detection. This figure shows our modification pattern detecting 

methods. We developed modification pattern detecting method and bivalent modification detecting method. 

  

 By using NPS (Nucleosome Positioning from Sequencing), we extracted positions of modified 

histones from ChIP-seq data. NPS is famous software to detect nucleosome positioning (Zhang et al., 

2008). We detected 438,652 nucleosome positions and 26,530 modification patterns. We developed 

modification pattern detecting method and bivalent modification detecting method.  

 We used two algorithms to detect modification patterns. Those were O/E value based method and 

P-value based method. We selected top 100 modification patterns that had high value of each method. 

And we used furthest neighbor method to clustering our candidates. 

 To detect bivalent histone modification, we used relative O/E value that donated the difference 

between O/E values of bivalent modifications in target region (e.g.: exon region, intron region) and those 

in the whole genome region. We analyzed those result using clustering method and network method to 

detect bivalent modifications. 



2.3. Histone modification pattern detection 

2.3.1. Vector conversion of histone modification patterns 

 

Fig. 3. Vector conversion of histone modification pattern. This figure shows schematic diagram of vector 

conversion of histone modification. Gray object is histone, filled blue circle indicates modified site and dashed line 

circle indicates no-modification site. 

 

 To analyze histone modification pattern, we conversed histone modification information to vector 

data. We integrated NPS outputs and created 21-dimentional vectors by translating on-midificaiton 

information to 1 and off-modificaiton information to 0. We detected 438,652 histone modification vectors, 

and there were 26,530 modification patterns contained in those vectors. 

 

2.3.2. O/E value based pattern detection and P-value based pattern detection. 

 
Fig. 4. Detection of region specific histone modification pattern. This figure shows schematic diagram of 

detection of region specific histone modification pattern. Detecting region specific patterns, we applied clustering 

analysis to O/E value method and P-value method. 

 

 



 To detect the functional modification patterns, we calculated O/E (Observation / Expectation) 

value f (x,h) of modification pattern x and Hamming distance h using the equation (1) and (2): 

         
where O(i) is the number of observed modification pattern i, E(i) is the expected value of modification 

pattern i. H(x,h) is modification combinations that of Hamming distance from x is h. E(x) can be defined 

as: where pi is probability of occurrence of each histone modificaiton i. M(i) is each modification that is 

part of modification pattern i. 438652 is the total number of detected nucleosomes. P-value of 

modification pattern x can be calculate by using binormal distribution, expectation function E(i) and 

observation function O(i). 

 After calculating O/E value and P-value, we selected top 100 modification patterns that had high 

value of each method. And we used clustering method to selected modification patterns. 

 
2.4. Relative O/E value based detection of bivalent histone modification pair. 
 Relative O/E value was calculated the difference between O/E values of bivalent modifications in 

target region and O/E values in the whole genome.  If relative O/E value of modification pair A-B was 

high, A-B is modified same histone in a high probability in target region. We analyzed modification pairs 

that were scored by relative O/E value using clustering method and network method to detect bivalent 

modifications. 

 

3. Results and discussions 
3.1. Histone modification pattern detection. 
3.1.1. Detection of modified nucleosome positionings. 

 We found 438,652 nucleosome positionings that made up 26,530 histone modification patterns. 

Modifications with the rate of high were transactivation modifications (H3K4me1, H3K4me1, 

H4K20me1). The rate of nucleosomes without modifications was only 0.03%. This result suggests that 

most of nucleosomes are modified. And sum of modification occurrence rate with more than 400% means 

that multiple histone modification is major event. 

 



3.1.2. Clustering of functional modification pattern candidates. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Clustering of functional modification pattern candidates. Y-axis indicates each modification 

patterns, and X-axis indicates the name of modification. Gray color means “modified” and black color means “not 

modified”. Red line represents the border of modification pattern and blue line indicates the border of local 

combination. LC means local combination. LC-4 was detected by O/E value based method and P-value based 

method. 

 

 Our method could detect 6 known functional modification patterns and 2 novel modification 

patterns. And we could detect 8 local combinations(LC). LC-4 is commonly detected by O/E value 

method and P-value method. LC-4 consists of H3K9me3, H3K36me3, H3K79me3, H4K20me3. These 

results suggested our method is effective to detect functional modification patterns. Our future work is 

finding more function of those candidates and to investigate relationships between the function and the 

modification patterns. 



3.1.3. Histone modification pattern detection from alternative exon region. 

 
Fig. 6. Clustering of functional modification pattern candidates. Y-axis indicates each modification 

patterns, and X-axis indicates the name of modification. Gray color means “modified” and black color means “not 

modified”. Red line represents the border of modification pattern and blue line indicates the border of local 

combination. LC-4 was detected in alternative exon region. 



3.3. Detecting bivalent histone modification pairs from alternative exon region 

 
Fig. 7. Clustering of modification pair in alternative exon region. X-axis and Y-axis indicate name of 

histone modification. Color key is relative O/E value of bivalent histone modification in alternative exon region. 

 
 We detected candidate of bivalent modification pairs. H3K27me3–H3K9me1 pair, 

H3K27me3–H3K4me2 pair and H3K27me3–H3K20me1 pair were high probability. H3K9me1, 

H3K4me2 and H4K20me1 were contained in same cluster. H3K27me3 and H3K9me1 are known as gene 

repressing modification, and H3K4me2 and H4K20me1 are known as gene activating modification. 

H2AZ-H3K9me2 pair and H3K4me3-H3K9me2 pair had also high value. H3K4me3 is activating 

modification, and H3K9me2 and H2AZ are repressing modification.  

 



3.4. Bivalent modification network. 

 
Fig. 8. Histone modification network in alternative exon region. A node means a histone and an edge 

shows a histone modification pair. We drew an edge if relative O/E value is above average. We arranged a node that 

has large degree in clockwise direction from H3K9me2. We showed a modification pair that was gained by clustering 

analysis as a red edge, and the modification that is consists of a pair as a pink edge.  

   
We used the cytoscape to draw a modification network. This network is degree sorted circle layout. 
Those modifications had high degree. Those were important node of modification network. This results 

support our candidate of bivalent hisitone modification pairs.  
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Supplementary materials 

Supplementary Table. 1. Function and enzymes of histone modifications. 

  modification enzyme function refarence   

 H3K4me1 MLL, ALL-1 activation (Sedkov et al., 2003)  

 H3K4me2 Set1 permissive euchromatin (Briggs et al., 2001)  

 H3K4me3 Set7/9 activation (Wang et al., 2001)  

 H3K9me1 G9a repression (genome inprinting ) (Tachibana et al., 2001)  

 H3K9me3 SETDB1 repression (Schultz et al., 2002)  

 H3K27me1 Ezh2 silencing (Cao et al., 2002)  

 H3K36me1 set2 activation (elongation) (Krogan et al., 2003)  

 H3K79me1 Dot1 check point response, activation (Huyen et al., 2004)  

 H4K20me1 Set9 check point response, activation (Sanders et al., 2004)   

  H4K20me3 Suv4-20h heterochromatin (Schotta et al., 2004)   

 


